
Complementation of B�uchi Automata RevisitedWolfgang ThomasLehrstuhl f�ur Informatik VII, RWTH Aachen, 52056 Aachen, GermanyAbstract. As an alternative to the two classical proofs for complemen-tation of B�uchi automata, due to B�uchi himself and to McNaughton, weoutline a third approach, based on strati�ed alternating automata witha \weak" acceptance condition. Building on work by Muller, Saoudi,Schupp (1986) and Kupferman and Vardi (1997), we present a stream-lined version of this complementation proof. An essential point is a de-terminacy result on in�nite games with a weak winning condition. In aunifying logical setting, the three approaches are shown to correspond tothree di�erent types of second-order de�nitions of !-languages.1 IntroductionIn his seminal paper [B�u62], B�uchi introduced a framework for de�ning setsof sequences, today called the framework of B�uchi automata, and showed thatthe class of properties de�nable therein is closed under complementation. Thisresult was the key to establish a bridge between !-automata theory and monadicsecond-order logic over in�nite strings, which in turn opened a new chapter ofautomata theory with interesting applications in logic and computer science.Even after forty years this chapter is far from being closed, and it is worthwhileto reconsider the beginnings.There are two \classical" approaches to the complementation of B�uchi au-tomata. The �rst, as found by B�uchi himself, stays in the framework of B�uchiautomata and provides a transformation of a nondeterministic B�uchi automatoninto such an automaton for the complement language. The second proof, dueto McNaughton [McN66] and later sharpened by Safra [Sa88], involves a trans-formation to deterministic automata with a more general acceptance condition,the Muller condition [Mu63], and uses the fact that for deterministic Muller au-tomata the complementation step is obvious. Both approaches involve nontrivialarguments: In the �rst case, a combinatorial result is applied (Ramsey's The-orem B [Ra29]), and in the second a very intricate automaton construction isrequired.In the present paper, we expose a third proof strategy which so far did notattract much attention in the literature but has some advantages. Instead ofreducing the nondeterminism of B�uchi automata to determinism with a morecomplex acceptance condition, this third approach is based on a more generaltransition mode than nondeterminism, namely alternation, but at the same timethe acceptance condition is made simpler: Instead of B�uchi acceptance the so-called \weak acceptance" condition is used. As in the deterministic case, the



weak acceptance condition is closed under negation, whence complementationis relatively easy. Moreover, the task of connecting B�uchi automata to weakalternating automata is not as complex as to show that B�uchi automata anddeterministic automata are equivalent.The idea of weak alternating automata is due to Muller, Saoudi, and Schupp([MSS86], [MS87], [MSS88]). However, in their work they emphasize complex-ity issues (especially regarding program logics and temporal logics) and not somuch a reconsideration of the complementation problem. Recently, Vardi andKupferman [KV97] have taken up the approach and supplied a self-containedcomplementation proof for B�uchi automata. Their proof strategy does not makeuse, however, of the duality phenomenon which is characteristic for alternatingautomata. In the subsequent sections we outline such a more symmetric proof.The key ingredient is a result on determinacy of in�nite games with a weak win-ning condition. An advantage of this proof architecture is its composition fromrather elementary, easily veri�ed \modules". Moreover, some conceptual pointsare clari�ed. For example, one sees that for de�ning regular !-languages by au-tomata, the use of liveness conditions (such as the B�uchi acceptance condition)can be avoided, if one works with alternating automata. The complementationproof via in�nite games also sheds some light on the relation between automataon in�nite words and automata on in�nite trees. In the game-theoretic frame-work, the proofs of complementation for !-automata and for tree automatacan be compared via the respective determinacy results. For B�uchi automatacomplementation we shall need only a very simple determinacy proof based on areachability analysis, whereas tree automata complementation requires the morecomplicated determinacy proof for parity games (cf. [Th97]). This pinpoints acharacteristic di�erence between !-automata theory and tree automata theory.This paper provides an introduction to results obtained in collaboration withC. L�oding (see his diploma thesis [L�o98]) on alternating !-automata. We con-�ne ourselves to the use of weak alternating automata in the complementationproof, mentioning only briey how the transformation of B�uchi automata intothis model and conversely works, and leaving aside complexity issues and fur-ther applications of alternating automata. A joint paper with a more detailedexposition and further results is in preparation.2 Review of the classical proofsA B�uchi automaton over the alphabet A is a �nite automaton of the form A =(Q;A; q0; �; F ) with �nite set Q of states, initial state q0, transition relation� � Q � A � Q, and a set F � Q of �nal states. It accepts an !-word � =�(0)�(1) : : : from A! if there is a run � = �(0)�(1) : : : from Q! with �(0) = q0and (�(i); �(i); �(i + 1)) 2 � for i � 0, which is B�uchi accepting, i.e. such that�(i) 2 F for in�nitely many i. Formally, we write(�) 9� (�(0) = q0 ^ 8i((�(i); �(i); �(i+ 1)) 2 � ^ 8i9j > i �(j) 2 F )The !-language L(A) recognized by A consists of all !-words � for which (�)holds.



In the logical classi�cation of quanti�er alternation hierarchies, one calls (�) a�11 -formula, referring to the existential sequence quanti�er in front (which in anarithmetical setting is captured by a tuple of existential second-order quanti�ersranging over sets of natural numbers). We shall also take into account the logicalstatus of the acceptance condition, which in the case above is called a �02 -condition, referring to its two �rst-order quanti�ers, with a universal quanti�ercoming �rst. Taking both aspects together, we speak of a �11 [�02 ]-de�nition.B�uchi's complementation theorem says that the negation of the formula (�)may again be written in this form, with di�erent Q;�; F . B�uchi stated the resultin this \logical" form (see [B�u62, Lemma 9]). Let us sketch his proof. Given aB�uchi automaton A as above, de�ne a congruence �A over A+ by declaring two�nite words u; v as equivalent i� the following holds: for any p; q 2 Q, A canreach q from p via the input u i� this is possible via the input v, and furthermoreA can reach q from p via the input u by passing through a state of F i� this ispossible via the input v. It is easy to verify that �A is a congruence with �nitelymany (regular) equivalence classes. Denoting the �A-class of the word u by [u],one observes that an !-language [u] � [v]! is either contained in L(A) or disjointfrom L(A). Invoking Ramsey's Theorem B ([Ra29]), one shows that any !-wordcan be cut into a sequence u0u1 : : : of �nite words where all ui for i > 1 belongto a �xed �A-class. Applying this decomposition to the !-words outside L(A),one sees that A! nL(A) is representable as a union of sets [u] � [v]!, taking thosepairs u; v where u � v! is not in L(A). The union is of course a �nite one sincethere are only �nitely many equivalence classes. This representation of A! nL(A)is easily converted into a B�uchi automaton.The complementation theorem can also be shown via a transformation ofB�uchi automata into deterministic Muller automata. This is the content of Mc-Naughton's Theorem ([McN66]). A Muller automaton is speci�ed in the formA = (Q;A; q0; �;F) where � : Q � A ! Q is the transition function and F isa subset of the powerset of Q. Acceptance of an !-word � means that in theunique run � of A on �, the set In(�) of states visited in�nitely often belongs toF . Formally, we express this as follows:(��) 9� ((�(0) = q0 ^ 8i �(i+ 1) = �(�(i); �(i))) ^ In(�) 2 F):We have In(�) 2 F i� for some F 2 F , precisely the states in F are in�nitelyoften visited in �. A formalization of this condition reads as follows:_F2F(q̂2F 8i 9j > i �(j) = q ^ ^q2QnF : 8i 9j > i �(j) = q)Taking the set 2Q n F instead of F , one obtains an automaton recognizing thecomplement language.Let us analyze the logical status of deterministic Muller automata. The ac-ceptance condition is a Boolean combination of �02 -formulas, and thus we shallcall the formula (��) a �11 [Bool(�02 )]-formula. Since the run required in (��) isunique, one can also use a universal condition instead:(��0) 8� (�(0) = q0 ^ 8i �(i+ 1) = �(�(i); �(i)) ! In(�) 2 F)



This condition (��0) is a �11 [Bool(�02 )]-formula, equivalent to the �11 -de�nition(��) above. Properties which are de�nable in �1k-form and also in �1k -formare said to have a �1k-representation. (Note that this involves two separatede�nitions.) So a deterministic Muller automaton provides a �11[Bool(�02 )]-representation of the recognized !-language.In this logical setting, McNaughton's Theorem says that the �11 [�02 ]-de�ni-tions as provided by B�uchi automata can be brought into �11[Bool(�02 )]-form,which means a \decrease" of the second-order quanti�er complexity at the costof a more complicated �rst-order kernel.3 Alternating automataThe concept of alternating automaton combines the idea of existential branching,as found in nondeterministic automata, with its dual, universal branching. Thetwo branching modes are speci�ed by Boolean expressions over the state set Q.For example, q1 _ (q2 ^ q3) denotes the nondeterministic choice of going eitherto q1 or to q2; q3 simultaneously. The set of such positive (i.e., negation-free)Boolean expressions is denoted by B+(Q). We introduce alternating automatahere with the so-called weak acceptance condition. It refers to a ranking r of thestates by natural numbers.So an alternating automaton is presented in the form A = (Q;A; q0; �; r) withentries Q;A; q0 as before for B�uchi automata and functions � : Q�A! B+(Q)and r : Q! f0; : : : ;mg for some m. Moreover, the ranking function r de�nes astrati�cation of Q in the sense that for any q occurring in an expression �(p; a)we have r(p) � r(q). This means that by applying transitions we can only keepor decrease the ranks of states.The de�nition of acceptance by alternating automata is somewhat involved.Usually, it refers to the notion of run tree (or computation tree). We use herea di�erent terminology which allows a more elegant logical comparison with theprevious modes of acceptance (nondeterministic and deterministic).A run of an alternating automaton is a dag (directed acyclic graph) whoseelements are labelled with states fromQ. The dag can be presented as a sequenceof \slices" S0; S1; : : :, where the states occurring in Si are the simultaneously\active" ones at the i-th letter of the input word. Acceptance will mean thata run dag exists (which represents the existential branching in the automaton)such that for all paths through the dag (representing its universal branching) acondition regarding the ranks of the states occurring on this path is satis�ed.In the de�nition of run dags we refer to the models of Boolean expressions inB+(Q). We shall identify such a Boolean model with a subset S of Q, given bythe assignment of states to truth values which sends the states in S to value 1and the states in Q nS to value 0. Since our expressions are positive, a supersetS0 of a model S of an expression � is again a model of �. By a minimal modelof � we mean a model S of which no proper subset is again a model. If theexpression � from B+(Q) is presented in disjunctive normal form, the minimal



models of � are given by the sets S which constitute the individual conjuncts ofthe disjunctive form.Let us make precise how a run dag is built up. It is started with the slice S0consisting solely of the initial state q0 (more precisely: of a node labelled withq0). From a given Si one obtains a slice Si+1 as follows, assuming that the inputletter �(i) is the letter a: For each p from Si one chooses a minimal model of theexpression �(p; a); the union of all these minimal models for p 2 Si is taken tobe Si+1. One inserts an edge from p 2 Si to q 2 Si+1 (more precisely: from thenode labelled p in Si to the node labelled q in Si+1) if q belongs to the minimalmodel chosen for �(p; a).If the expressions �(p; a) are given in disjunctive normal form, the formationof a run dag can be described more easily. Again S0 consists of q0 only. Startingfrom a slice Si and assuming again �(i) = a, pick one disjunction member from�(p; a) for each p in Si. Collect all states arising by these choices to form theslice Si+1, and introduce an edge from p in Si to q in Si+1 if q occurs in thechosen disjunction member of �(p; a).Example 1. Given Q = fq0; q1; q2; q3g, we may have, for a certain letter a 2 A:�(q0; a) = q1 ^ q2�(q1; a) = (q1 ^ q3) _ (q2 ^ q3)�(q2; a) = q1�(q3; a) = (q1 ^ q2) _ q3With this function �, a run dag on the input word aaa : : : may start with thefollowing slices:� q0 � �q1q2 � � q1q3 � 24 q1q2q335Now we introduce the weak acceptance condition. This condition refers to thein�nite paths through a run dag. By the strati�cation property of the rank func-tion on states, the ranks on such a path will stay constant from some pointonwards. The path is accepting if this ultimately assumed rank is even. Equiva-lently, the set Occ(r(�)) of r-ranks occurring in the path � under considerationhas an even minimum. So the acceptance condition reads as follows:9 run dag � 8 paths � through � : min(Occ(r(�)) is evenA weak alternating automaton is an alternating automaton used with this \weak"acceptance condition.In order to �x the quanti�er complexity of weak acceptance, we rewrite theminimum condition in a more formal way. Denoting by �(i) the i-th state of thepath �, we can express it as follows:_k even(9i r(�(i)) = k ^ l̂<k:9i r(�(i)) = l)



So weak acceptance for a given path � is a Bool(�01)-condition. In the quanti�erpre�x \9 run dag � 8 paths �" of the acceptance clause, the existential quan-ti�er on run dags and the universal quanti�er on paths can both be coded asranging over in�nite sequences over appropriate �nite alphabets: A run dag canbe represented by a sequence of slices and pointers between adjacent slices, sothe possible entries of the sequence are representable by the letters of a �nitealphabet. Similarly, a path through a run dag is codable in this way. (At thispoint one sees an advantage of the notion of run dag over the standard ap-proach involving computation trees. Their existence is not directly formalizableby sequence quanti�ers.)In summary, the de�nition of an !-language by a weak alternating automatonis a �12 [Bool(�01)]-representation. In comparison to the �11 [�02 ]-de�nition givenby B�uchi automata, the second-order quanti�er complexity is increased, whilethe acceptance condition is simpler: Instead of a requirement that certain statesare visited in�nitely often, we only ask for the visit of certain states and theavoidance of others.In the next section we show that the class of !-languages accepted by weakalternating automata is closed under complementation. As a consequence we canimprove the �12 [Bool(�01)]-form of the de�nition to obtain even a �12[Bool(�01)]-representation.4 Duality and weak determinacyThe purpose of this section is to show closure under complement for weak al-ternating automata. In this analysis, game-theoretic notions are useful. Witheach (weak) alternating automaton A = (Q;A; q0; �; r) and each !-word � 2 A!we associate an in�nite game G(A; �), played by two persons called Automatonand Path�nder. The idea is that in the process of scanning the input word �,Automaton picks sets of simultaneously active states according to the transitionfunction of A, whereas Path�nder picks, at each point, one of these momentaryactive states. Making such choices in alternation they build up a path througha run dag of A on �, and Automaton is declared the winner of the play if theacceptance condition of A is satis�ed on this path.Formally, a game position refers to the number i supplying the momentaryinput letter �(i). If Automaton has the next move, the game position is ofthe form (i; p) with p 2 Q, and if Path�nder has to make the next move, thegame position has the form (i; S) with S � Q. The initial position is (0; q0);so Automaton starts. A move of Automaton from position (i; p) consists in thechoice of a minimal model of �(p; �(i)), i.e. a set S � Q, yielding the gameposition (i+ 1; S). Path�nder reacts by picking a state s from S, producing thegame position (i + 1; s). The play determines a sequence of states (extractedfrom the positions of Automaton), and Automaton wins the play if the minimalrank occurring in this sequence of states is even.A local strategy (also called memoryless strategy) for a player P is a functionwhich associates with any game position of P a move which can be performed



in this position. Such a function is called a winning strategy for player P fromgame position pos if its application will produce, when starting from pos, for anymoves of the opponent, a play won by P .Proposition 2. The weak alternating automaton A accepts � i� in the gameG(A; �), Automaton has a local winning strategy from the initial position.Proof. First assume that there is an accepting run dag of A on �, say with slicesS0; S1; : : :. De�ne a strategy for Automaton by choosing, given game position(i; p), the set S of states from Si+1 which are reachable from p by an edge of therun dag. In this way, starting from position (0; q0), Automaton ensures that theplay proceeds along a path through the run dag. Since the run dag is accepting,Automaton wins by this local strategy.Conversely, a local strategy for Automaton de�nes an accepting run dag: Fori = 0; 1; : : : the slices Si are built up inductively, beginning with the singletonS0 = fq0g: For any game position (i; p) as picked by Path�nder, Automaton'slocal strategy prescribes a set of states as next move; the union of these is takento form Si+1, and edges are inserted which allow to trace the connections to thedi�erent choices of p. It is clear that the constructed run dag is accepting. 2The complementation proof for weak alternating automata will be given inthis game-theoretic setting. It has two steps: the dualization of alternating au-tomata and a determinacy result for in�nite games.For the �rst step, we introduce the dual automaton eA of a given weak al-ternating automaton A = (Q;A; q0; �; r). The de�nition uses the dualization ofBoolean expressions: Given an expression � 2 B+(Q), let its dual e� arise from� by exchanging _ and ^. Now the dualized transition function e� is de�nedby e�(p; a) = g�(p; a). The dual automaton eA is obtained as (Q;A; q0; e�; r) withthe convention that in an accepting run dag, on each path the minimal rank ofvisited states should be odd.We need a remark on models of the dual of an expression in B+(Q). Recallthat a model of an expression � is considered as a subset S of Q.Remark 3. A set S is a model of e� i� every minimal model R of � contains astate from S.Proof. Let MM(�) be the set of minimal models of �. We have the logicalequivalence � � _R2MM(�) q̂2R qBy duality, we have e� � ^R2MM(�) _q2R qThis shows the claim. 2



Now we are able to connect local winning strategies in the two gamesG(A; �)and G( eA; �):Proposition 4. Automaton has a local winning strategy in G(A; �) from theinitial position i� Path�nder has a local winning strategy in G( eA; �) from theinitial position.Proof. We show how to transform a local winning strategy of Automaton inG(A; �) into a local Path�nder strategy for the dual game. The desired strategyin G( eA; �) has to tell Path�nder which state to take for any game position(i + 1; S) (where i � 0). Note that in �xing the strategy it su�ces to consideronly game positions (i + 1; S) which are reachable, i.e. for which a sequenceof moves in G( eA; �) exists starting in the initial position (0; q0) and ending in(i+1; S). The set S of the game position (i+1; S) is produced by Automaton froma game position (i; s), such that S is a minimal model of g�(s; �(i)). Path�nderchooses such a state s which could produce S via �(i). Now in the game G(A; �)at position (i; s), the given local winning strategy of Automaton picks a minimalmodel R of �(s; �(i)). By the remark above, there is a state in R \ S. For hismove from the game position (i + 1; S), Path�nder chooses such a state. Thenin G( eA; �) a state sequence is built up which is compatible with Automaton'swinning strategy in G(A; �) and hence is won in that game by Automaton. Inthe game G( eA; �), where the roles of even and odd ranks are exchanged, thisstate sequence gives a play won by Path�nder. So the described strategy is awinning strategy for Path�nder in G( eA; �), and its speci�cation shows that it islocal.The other direction is shown analogously, by exchanging the roles of A andeA. 2Proposition 5. Let A be a weak alternating automaton. From any game posi-tion in G(A; �), either Automaton or Path�nder has a local winning strategy.Proof. Let A = (Q;A; q0; �; r) be a weak alternating automaton, where r : Q!f0; : : : ;mg and Qi := fq 2 Q j r(q) = ig. Let Pos0 be the set of game positions ofthe game G(A; �). It is divided into the sets PosA and PosP where Automaton,respectively Path�nder has the next move.As a preparation we need the de�nition of \attractor set of a set T of gamepositions". This attractor set (for player Automaton, say) is denoted AttrA(T );it contains all game positions from which Automaton can force in �nitely manymoves a visit in the target set T . The set is constructed inductively by collecting,for i � 0, the positions from where a visit to T can be forced within i moves:Let Attr0A := T and setAttri+1A (T ) := AttriA(T )[ fp 2 PosA j there is a move from p to AttriA(T )g[ fp 2 PosP j all moves from p lead to AttriA(T )g



Now let AttrA(T ) = Si�0AttriA(T ). From the positions in this set player Au-tomaton can force a decrease of distance to T in each step (which de�nes a localstrategy). Also note that for the game positions pos outside AttrA(T ), Path�nderwill be able to avoid entering this set. (If at pos it is Path�nder's turn, one moveto the complement of AttrA(T ) is possible, and if it is Automaton's turn, allmoves lead to the complement of AttrA(T ); otherwise pos would be already inAttrA(T ) itself.) So from outside AttrA(T ), Path�nder can avoid, by a localstrategy, to enter this set and hence can avoid the visit of T .The set AttrP (T ) for player Path�nder is constructed analogously.Using the notion of attractor set and corresponding local strategies we deter-mine inductively the game positions in G(A; �) from where player Automaton,respectively Path�nder, wins.Clearly, from the positions in A0 := AttrA(Q0), Automaton can force, bya local strategy, to reach states of rank 0 and thus win. Consider the subgamewhose set of positions is Pos1 := Pos0 n A0 (all of which have rank � 1). Fromthe positions in A1 := AttrP (Pos1 \Q1), Path�nder can force, again by a localstrategy, to reach (and stay in) states of rank 1 and hence win. (Note thatPath�nder can avoid to enter A0, as explained above.) In this way we continue:In the game with position set Pos2 := Pos1 nA1 (containing only states of rank� 2) we form the attractor set A2 := AttrA(Pos2 \Q2), etc. Then the positionsfrom which Automaton wins (by the local attractor strategies) are those in thesets Ai with even i � m. Similarly, Path�nder wins from the positions in thesets Ai with odd i � m (again by his local attractor strategies). 2Now we have all prerequisites for the complementation of weak alternatingautomata:Theorem 6. For any weak alternating automaton A over the alphabet A, wehave A! n L(A) = L( eA).Proof. By Proposition 2, the automaton A does not accept the input word � i�Automaton does not have a local winning strategy in G(A; �) from the initialposition. By Proposition 4, this means that Path�nder does not have a localwinning strategy in G( eA; �) from the initial position. By the determinacy result(Proposition 5), this holds i� Automaton has a local winning strategy in G( eA; �)from the initial position, which in turn means that eA accepts �. 2The present game-theoretic complementation proof for B�uchi automata has thesame general structure as the complementation of nondeterministic tree au-tomata in the framework of parity games (or \Rabin chain games"; see forexample [Th97]). So it is possible to compare the two proofs. (Note that thetwo classical proofs of B�uchi automata complementation, via deterministic au-tomata or via a �nite congruence saturating the given !-language, do not extend{ as far as we know { to tree automata, which makes a direct comparison di�-cult.) The parity games associated with tree automata have a winning conditionde�ned by a Boolean combination of �02 -formulas, and the corresponding de-terminacy proof, also by induction on the ranks of game positions, involves a



nontrivial combination of attractor strategies with strategies given by the in-ductive hypothesis. In the \weak" games considered in the present paper, whereBoolean combinations of �01 -conditions serve as winning conditions, a straight-forward reachability analysis, yielding the attractor sets A0; : : : ; Am, su�ces forthe determinacy proof. This direct comparison in the game-theoretical settingshows in which sense complementation is easier for !-automata than for tree au-tomata and thus reveals a characteristic di�erence between !-automata theoryand tree automata theory.5 Equivalence of B�uchi automata and weak alternatingautomataIn order to complete the complementation proof for B�uchi automata, we haveto supply transformations from B�uchi automata to weak alternating automataand conversely. These transformations, as developed by C. L�oding in [L�o98], aredescribed here very briey.Proposition 7. For any B�uchi automaton A there is a weak alternating au-tomaton A0 with L(A) = L(A0).Proof. Let A = (Q;A; q0; �; F ) be a B�uchi automaton with n states. The desiredweak alternating automaton is constructed over the state set Q � f0; : : : ; 2ng,taking (q0; 2n) as initial state, and de�ning the rank function r by r((q; i)) = i.The transition function � associates to a state (p; 0) of rank 0 and letter a simplythe disjunction over all (q; 0) with (p; a; q) 2 �. For even ranks i > 0, however,we take the disjunction over all expressions (q; i) ^ (q; i � 1) with (p; a; q) 2 �.This will open a track of states of odd rank until some �nal state of the B�uchiautomaton is reached: Namely, as long as p 62 F we set, for odd i, �((p; i); a) tobe the disjunction over all (q; i), again of rank i, with (p; a; q) 2 �, while forp 2 F we take the disjunction over all (q; i� 1) with (p; a; q) 2 �.From an accepting run � of A one obtains an accepting run dag �0 of A0 andconversely. The construction of �0 from � is straightforward: With the states ofeven rank, one simulates the given run �, and by the de�nition of the transitionfunction � of A no path eventually stays on an odd level. The converse directionrequires to compose an accepting B�uchi run � from an accepting run dag �0.This composition is achieved by concatenating run segments leading from astate (p; 2i) to a state (q; 2j) with i > j, for in this case an intermediate visit inF is ensured by the construction of �. In order to be able to do this in�nitelyoften, one has to reset the (even) rank to a higher level in�nitely often. This inturn is made possible by the presence of n+1 even ranks (from 0 to 2n), whichmeans that once rank 0 is present, some state occurs on two ranks. 2Proposition 8. For any weak alternating automaton A, there is a B�uchi au-tomaton A0 with L(A) = L(A0).



Proof. Apply a subset construction as given by Miyano and Hayashi [MH84]:The desired B�uchi automaton A0 has states (S;R) where S;R are subsets of thestate set Q of the given weak alternating automaton A. In the �rst componentS, A0 guesses the slices of a run dag of A and thus a run dag, while in the secondcomponent R keeps track of those states from S which are of odd rank. If theyeventually vanish, R is reset to the whole set S again. Then in�nitely many suchreset operations (captured by the B�uchi acceptance condition) signal that nopath in the run dag �nally stays in states of odd rank. 26 DiscussionWe have outlined a complementation proof for B�uchi automata by invoking adeterminacy theorem on weak in�nite games. Referring to the logical classi�ca-tion of automata theoretic de�nability explained in Section 2, we passed from�11 [�02 ]-representations of !-languages, as given by B�uchi automata, to the levelof �12[Bool(�01)]-representations, as given by weak alternating automata. This isan alternative to the option to pass to�11[Bool(�02)]-representations, as providedby deterministic automata.None of the steps as described in the propositions above is very di�cult; so thecomplementation proof via weak alternation is composed of simple \modules", insome contrast to the two classical proofs (which rely on a nontrivial combinatorialresult or a complicated automaton construction). Of course, there is a price to bepaid in using the more involved de�nition of acceptance of alternating automata.Another conceptual advantage of weak alternating automata may be the factthat acceptance is de�ned without resorting to liveness conditions; in the kernelof the second-order de�nition of acceptance one �nds here only conditions onmere reachability or non-reachability of states. This phenomenon may be helpfulin the investigation of still unsolved problems of !-automata theory, for instancein the question of �nding a good framework for the minimization of !-automata.References[B�u62] J.R. B�uchi, on a decision method in restricted second order arithmetic, in:Proc. 1960 Int. Congr. on Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science,Stanford Univ. Press, Stanford, 1962, pp. 1-11.[KV97] O. Kupferman, M.Y. Vardi, Weak alternating automata are not so weak,in: Proc. 5th Israeli Symp. on Theory of Computing and Systems, IEEEComputer Soc. Press, 1997, pp. 147-158.[L�o98] C. L�oding, Methods for the Transformation of !-Automata: Complexity andConnection to Second Order Logic Diploma Thesis, Universit�at Kiel, Inst. f.Informatik u. Prakt. Math., 1998.[McN66] R. McNaughton, Testing and generating in�nite sequences by a �nite au-tomaton, Inf. Contr. 9 (1966), 521-530.[MH84] S. Miyano, T. Hayashi, Alternating �nite automata on !-words, Theor. Com-put. Sci. 32 (1984), 321-330.
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